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Chapter 1 : Onwards and Upwards - Wikipedia
1. Becoming increasingly successful; continuing to advance or make progress. After the immense success of his first
book, it was all onwards and upwards for John's writing career from there. 2. Improving to a brighter, happier future,
especially after some misfortune or unpleasant incident. I know.

Surveyors, mappers, geologists, resource managers, urban planners, and military strategists have all come to
rely on the airplane view of our world. Beyond these practical uses, however, air photographs reveal
landscapes of beauty and symmetry that go undetected on the ground level. Murray of the Boston Journal
photographed Salem, Massachusetts on June 26, , following a disastrous fire. The photograph was enlarged to
cover the entire front page of the Journal. This is the first known use of aerial photography for journalism.
Courtesy of Defense Visual Information Center Early airplane photography was not without its technical
difficulties. In , this enthusiastic flyer photographed his own feet. The aerial panorama, taken from a Curtiss
Hydroplane, is thought to be the first photograph taken from an airplane in the U. When the Earth is viewed
from the air, patterns, boundaries, and landmarks appear that are often not visible at close range. From this
vantage point, the camera can record natural and man-made features and events, from the remains of ancient
civilizations to the aftermath of a modern disaster. Geology Fremont County, Wyoming With aerial
photographs, geologists can easily spot rock structures like the one pictured here. Shale and sandstone beds
have been folded to form this elongate dome. Geological Survey Photograph Aerial photographs such as these
allow scientists to monitor shoreline erosion. Geological Survey Photograph Mt. Everest Some places are
easier to photograph from the air than any other way. A U-2 aircraft was used to obtain this photograph of one
of the most inaccessible spots on Earth. Courtesy of CIA Columbia Glacier, Alaska Study of rugged and
inaccessible glacial terrain is made easier by the use of aerial photography. Mayon, Philippines A unique view
of a volcanic eruption is provided by this nighttime aerial shot. Ancient canal systems dating from to AD have
been mapped on the photograph. Identification of archaeological features such as these, which extend over
vast areas, can be greatly facilitated by the use of aerial photography. Traces of the linear canals can be easily
located in the upper left and right. Also visible are an ancient dam center and the basin where water backed up
behind it. By combining information gathered both in the field and from aerial photography, the layout of the
canals can be mapped for different periods. In the center is the pyramid of Cheops, the largest structure of its
kind ever built. Numerous excavated tombs are located next to the large pyramid. To the lower left is the
Sphinx. Courtesy of CIA Disaster Assessment Alaskan Earthquake Air photos are useful for pinpointing
disaster areas and organizing relief efforts after major disasters such as the Alaskan earthquake of
Photographs courtesy of Dino Brugioni Landslides and an 8-meter foot wave combined to ruin most of the
businesses in Seward. Turnagain, a town on the outskirts of Anchorage, experienced the largest landslide in
the region. Up to meters feet wide, the slide destroyed 75 homes. Guatemalan Earthquake U-2 cameras caught
this scene of the destruction caused by the Guatemalan earthquake of The quake resulted in more than 22,
deaths and 75, injuries. The Washington Monument is visible on the left. From the National Archives Italian
Earthquake The view from the air provides a quick assessment of the extent of damage to this town in Italy
destroyed by a major earthquake in In the s and s the abandoned site was used for disposal of tens of
thousands of tons of chemical wastes. Photos such as these have been used throughout the country to help
pinpoint old hazardous waste sites beneath more recent construction. The image on the bottom shows Love
Canal in Comparison of the photos illustrates the extensive development around the canal. These buildings
were later abandoned and torn down because of dangers of the hazardous wastes. Today, study of historic
aerial photos before the beginning of new construction can help avoid later environmental problems. Second
image courtesy of National Ocean Service, U. Underground Fire In Centralia, PA, an underground fire has
been raging through the coal mining district since This aerial image, made with a heat-measuring instrument,
indicated the extent of the fire. The bright white areas, which cannot be seen with the naked eye, show where
the blaze had made the upper ground level abnormally hot. Typhoon Ida was photographed by a U-2 about
miles off the coast of the Philippines in The storm was characterized by surface winds of more than knots and
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the lowest sea level atmospheric pressure ever recorded. Courtesy of CIA Enviropod The Enviropod is a
2-camera system used to locate and document sources of environmental pollution. Designed to fit a Cessna or
aircraft, the portable pod can be strapped to a waiting plane with no modifications. The Enviropods allow a
low cost, rapid response to environmental emergencies or routine monitoring. Large-scale structures and
landmarks can be quickly and conveniently scanned, mapped, or surveyed. Ascension Parish, Louisiana from
12, meters 40, feet. Geological Survey Cape Cod, Massachusetts from 19, meters 65, feet. Geological Survey
High Resolution Aerial Photography High resolution photography provides coverage of large areas without
loss of fine detail. Both a broad regional overview and a detailed local survey can be combined in one photo.
Photographs courtesy of Raytheon Systems Company High resolution view of New Orleans from about 13,
meters 42, feet. The same scene enlarged 12 times. The same scene enlarged 24 times. Airborne Radar
Airborne radar provides the capability to study geologic structures and terrain characteristics as they extend
over large areas. Because radar "sees" through clouds, imagery is available in all kinds of weather. Radar
images have useful applications in the fields of mineral resource exploration and ground-water analysis.
Side-looking Airborne Radar image of the Ugashik region of Alaska. The "smiling face" is in reality a
geologic structure of folded rocks called a syncline. Geological Survey Photo Interpretation Photo interpreters
can read an aerial photograph like a book, and they employ many skills to help them analyze the terrain they
are viewing. Photomosaics One method that aerial photo interpreters use to view large regions in one glance is
called mosaicking. Several photos of adjacent areas are pieced together like a jigsaw puzzle to present the "big
picture. Mosaic lines between the photos are clearly evident. Today digital images can be processed by
computer to produce smoother image transitions. Courtesy of Defense Visual Information Center Stereo
Photography Stereo photography allows the interpreter to see the ground in three dimensions by viewing
overlapping scenes. This stereopticon or "parlor stereoscope" is an example of an early instrument which
employed the stereo effect for entertainment. To acquire aerial stereo photography a series of overlapping
photos must be taken along a designated flight line. The Earth in Stereo Natural and man-made features can be
seen in three dimensions with the aid of a stereoscope and two overlapping scenes. With the addition of depth,
aerial photos can provide the interpreter with more information on geologic boundaries, terrain characteristics,
relative heights, and regional topography.
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Chapter 2 : Onwards and Upwards - Secure Login
Onwards and upwards definition is - toward a better condition or higher level. How to use onwards and upwards in a
sentence. toward a better condition or higher level.

Written by jimmurray I started writing lyric poetry back in the early s. It was more or less a kind of hobby. I
would carry a notebook around and scribble down any ideas that would come to me at work or wherever.
There was really no shortage of ideas, although at first my style was pretty heavily influenced by the stuff I
was hearing around me. Later on, when I realized I had some actually affinity to lyric writing, I started writing
what I thought were country lyrics. Although I have learned from subsequent experience working with
different composers that a lot of my work can be interpreted in pretty much any musical style the composer
has in mind. Over the course of the last 4 decades I have managed to compile a songbook of close to lyrics.
Before my wife comes home from work, of course. No need to inflict my vocals on anyone, especially
someone I love. I did have a couple of very good opportunities for partnerships early on. Gordon Lightfoot,
whose coach house my wife and I lived in for three years, read and quite liked some of the stuff I was writing
at the time, and for a little while there, he was actually interested in starting a partnership. But in the end, he
determined that his fans and there were a lot of them , have come to expect his material to be all original, so he
gracefully declined, but encouraged me to keep writing. The other composer with whom I almost developed a
partnership with was instrumentalist Hagood Hardy, who was an artist on Attic Records where my wife
worked for a number of years. Hagood became famous with an international hit called The Homecoming. One
day I asked him if he had ever considered writing songs with lyrics and vocals, and he told me that one of his
guilty pleasures was country music, and that he would love to find some country lyrics to work with. Not
necessarily to record but definitely to publish, which was my main area of interest. So I put together a
songbook for him and he was delighted with the quality of both the lyrics and the storytelling that I had built
into them. This story ends sadly, however, as Hagood, who was actually in the process of starting to work with
my lyrics, was diagnosed with cancer. In a matter of months he was gone. This was very sad because Hagood
and lovely wife Martha were good friends and amazing people. Anyway, this is a sampling of my work in the
early days. I have been told by a number of people in the music business, that they are virtually ready to
record. I took that as a compliment. These pieces are from the songbook I gave To Hagood Hardy.
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Chapter 3 : Five Uneasy Pieces. Chapter 1â€¦.The Early Days â€“ Welcome To Onwords & Upwords
Onwards & Upwards brings you a refreshingly attentive, proactive and hassle-free approach to buying, selling, letting or
renting property in Morley, Churwell, Gildersome, Drighlington, Tingley, East Ardsley and West Ardsley.

Everyone I know is a weepy mess. They keep envisioning their children in their year-old bodies wearing a cap
and gown and reflecting on years of pigtails and gingham dresses. They are wondering where the time went
and sobbing as their kids have to say good-bye to their beloved classmates and go their separate ways to at
least seven different high schools. When I am not feeling angry, I am enjoying a great sense of relief that it is
over. Seriously â€”- THAT relieved. Middle School has been nothing but a series of miserable events and
social rejection for my daughter. You may recognize her. She had friends once. She had lots of them. That all
changed in Middle School, and now I get the joy of watching the same girls who used to spend practically
every weekend at my house, celebrate these wonderful milestones together, while my daughter celebrates with
me. It is so painful that I am considering shutting down my account for the next month so neither of us has to
even be aware of the festivities going on around us. What is happening to my daughter is not unique; I wish it
were. It speaks to the lack of acceptance and tolerance to differences. These parents allowed their children to
dismiss my daughter because she is different. They did not encourage their children to include and accept.
They watched their children climb the popularity ladder as my daughter was left in the dust. Kids are kids, but
the parents? They should have known better. Oh, wait â€”- they did. They knew of the seizures that further
attacked her brain. They knew of the extensive developmental delays and significant language deficits. They
knew of the tragic losses she faced. Yet, they chose to become just another loss. Shame on the school, too.
Each time my daughter reported the latest cruelty bestowed upon her, I would report it to the school. Nine
times out of ten I was told that the incident did not happen. All parties were interviewed and all witnesses
backed up the other person. Okay, school, let me get this straightâ€¦ She was not called a sped? Then, tell me,
where did she come up with that term? I certainly do not call her that at home, so I am pretty sure she picked it
up at school. How about the time the kids at her lunch table made her recite the alphabet to prove she was not
a retard? Did she make that up too? Not only did they not support her, and deny to me that any sort of bullying
was going on, but they also did everything in their power to make sure she was a social liability. Now, in
fairness, I do not think that is what they set out to do, but it sure as hell is what happened. Indulge me as I
share a little story with youâ€¦ In January, my daughter brought to school a pocket manicure kit that I had put
in her Christmas stocking. She took it to school to show off in hopes of having something interesting to finally
get the attention of her peers. Although I was not aware she took it, I would not have thought anything of her
taking in the iPhone-sized kit to school. Well, that would have been a mistake. I received a call that afternoon
informing me that my daughter was being suspended from school for having a weapon. Yes, you read that
correctly. Apparently, the nail file and cuticle scissors contained in the kit are extremely dangerous weapons
and you should enter nail salons at your own risk. This was the beginning of the end. Nine and a half years of
sheer bliss were over. Not that she was new to difficulties, but that I always felt as if we worked as a team to
solve them. She returned from her suspension which I appealed and lost to a life of middle school hell. She
was no longer permitted in the hallways at the same time as her peers, and, when she was, she was
accompanied by an aide prison guard. I emailed, I called, and I fought. I was assured that at her IEP meeting
â€” right around the corner â€” a plan would be put into place and this would be rectified. For the first time in
close to ten years, I refused to sign the IEP and made an appointment with an attorney and an advocate for
advice. I write IEPs for a living. I knew what was legal and what was not. What they were doing was most
definitely NOT. I requested another meeting armed with good advice. More promises of change. I am not
going to bore you with the details of the daily struggle that ensued over the next few months. Let me just tell
you that it was awful and an experience I would not wish on my worst enemy. I am not a fighter by nature and
struggled with having to do so. Part of me was so insulted that I had to go through this. If they did this to ME
-â€” someone who has been in the field for 16 years and knows special education law â€”- then what were
they doing to the parents who blindly trusted them to do the right thing? As the daily fight continued, things
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got worse and worse for my daughter. Not only did they insist on the prison guard, but their choice of staffing
left a bit to be desired. They could not find a consistent person to do the job, so each day my daughter was
subjected to someone different who had varied expectations of her. The aides du jour created an even more
difficult social atmosphere for my daughter, and it got to the point where kids would turn their backs on my
daughter if she were with certain aides. They made it clear that she was not welcome in their groups during
classes or field trips if Ms. My daughter grew more and more depressed and became school phobic. During
this time I would give her a day off from time to time because she just could not handle going to school and
facing the pressure. When she was there, I would receive upwards of ten texts a day begging me to pick her
up. One day, she simply wrote that she wanted to shoot herself and wished she had a gun. I immediately texted
back but did not get an answer. I called school to find out what was going on. You are never going to guess
what the schools response was. I dare yaâ€¦ Okay, ready? They assigned her detention for using her cell phone
during school. Ummmmmmmâ€¦ Yo, Asshat school! Did you consider the content of the message? In January,
when she brought in a manicure kit I had to take her for a crisis evaluation to make sure she was not a danger
to herself or others and could return to school. Now that she has stated she wants to shoot herself, you do not
so much as ask her if she is okay and issue a detention slip. My daughter survived middle school and so did I.
I am angry it went down the way it did. I am angry that all but one of her former friends turned their backs on
her. I am angry that their parents allowed them to. I am angry that school only fanned the flames. I am angry
that, for all of the above reasons, I am not a sappy mess. I should be, but that is just another thing that has been
taken away from us. Although I am relieved it is over, and pray I never have to fight like this again in my life,
my daughter knows that I will if I have to. It is important for our kids to know they can count on us when the
rest of the world turns their backs on them. My daughter is lucky because she has the opportunity to go to a
high school where she will get a fresh start. Although it is a public school, it has a very large percentage of
special needs students. They listened to me, encouraged me and gave me strength when I was ready to stop
fighting. They validated me and cheered me on. It may have looked to the naked eye as if I walked in to those
meetings outnumbered, but I never did. Now I look forward to sharing with them stories of new friendships
and successes in high school as my daughter gets to start a new chapter in her beautiful life.
Chapter 4 : Onwards and Upwards - The Thinking Moms' Revolution
Onwords and Upwords may be used in conjunction with any English Language Programme. Onwords and Upwords Approach Onwords and Upwords Approach is intended to help Junior Infants learn how to use a book while developing
prereading skills.

Chapter 5 : Onward And Upward | Definition of Onward And Upward by Merriam-Webster
"Onwards and Upwards" from Agam's sophomore album "A Dream To Remember" Based on "Subrahmanyena
Rakshitoham" composed by Mutthuswamy Dikshitar ( - ) in the raaga Shuddha Dhanyasi set to.

Chapter 6 : Onwards and Upwards - Looking at Earth | National Air and Space Museum
Onwords and Upwords: Thoughts from a Quiet Place Book Ii - Kindle edition by Philip John Miller. Religion & Spirituality
Kindle eBooks @ calendrierdelascience.com

Chapter 7 : Onwards and Upwards Community Enrichment Fund
onwards and upwards â€º becoming more and more successful: Her publishing career started as an editorial assistant
on a women's magazine and it was onwards and upwards from there.

Chapter 8 : Onwards and Upwards by Arabella Weir
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Read "Onwords and Upwords Thoughts from a Quiet Place" by Philip John Miller with Rakuten Kobo. Words are your
identity, your road traveled, the foundation of your thoughts and your relationships.

Chapter 9 : Onwards and Upwards Construction â€“ building from the ground up in Australia
Read "Onwords and Upwords Book Iii" by Philip John Miller with Rakuten Kobo. USE A WORD TO EXPRESS LOVE.
USE A WORD TO CREATE PEACE. USE A WORD TO PRAISE. USE A WORD TO ENCOURAGE.
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